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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

THE ILLINOIS SEAT BELT LAW: SHOULD THOSE WHO RIDE DECIDE?

Illinois has recently passed legislation which mandates the use of safety belts for front seat passengers in automobiles.1 While mandatory use of restraint systems is an effective means to prevent injury, the enforcement of "buckle-up" laws raises the question of improper state encroachment on individual autonomy. The due process and equal protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment,2 as well as challenges based upon improper use of the police power,3 serve to protect the individual from undue state interference with personal decisions. The purpose of this paper is to investigate and evaluate the strength of these challenges when applied to the Illinois Legislature's attempt to mandate use of the seat belt as a personal safety device. Particular attention will be given to the Illinois Supreme Court's decision in People v. Fries,4 which discussed these challenges in the context of motorcycle helmet legislation.

In People v. Fries,5 the Illinois Supreme Court struck down an Illinois law which required motorcycle riders to wear helmets.6 The court held that the state had abused its police power when it passed a law which was specifically intended to protect the health of the individual.7 The Illinois seat belt law, like the helmet law, requires that the vehicle operator take affirmative steps to protect himself from injury. The seat belt law may therefore come under attack on the same constitutional grounds as the helmet laws of Illinois and other states.8 The seat belt requirement may be challenged on the

---

2. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV. "[N]o state [shall] deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, nor deny . . . the equal protection of the laws." Id.
5. Id.
ground that it does not serve the public safety, health, or general welfare, and is therefore a violation of due process and an abuse of police power. It can also be challenged as a law which creates a legislative classification in violation of the equal protection clause. Unlike the Illinois Helmet Law which was held unconstitutional in *Fries*, however, the seat belt requirement can withstand these constitutional challenges.

Courts have long recognized the state's need to regulate highways for the public safety. In fact, the state can invoke its police power to protect the safety, health, or general welfare of its citizens whenever the interests of the public require state interference. The helmet law, it was argued, furthered public safety because helmets kept debris from striking the cyclist's head and, therefore, prevented accidents involving other vehicles. A majority of courts accepted this argument and upheld helmet legislation. This same argument can be used to support mandatory restraint laws such as child restraint legislation, and seat belt laws. The restraints can keep the pas-
sengers in place during an accident and thereby prevent the driver from losing control of the vehicle after the accident. Theoretically, this would serve to protect the general public in addition to the individual vehicle occupants because fewer vehicles would become involved.

When applied to safety belts, however, the public safety argument goes too far. While most courts accepted the relationship between flying debris and public safety when considering the helmet laws, it can reasonably be said that the helmet may prevent an accident. The relationship between public safety and the seat belt law, on the other hand, is more tenuous because it assumes that an accident has already occurred. The law only serves to protect drivers who might become involved in an accident because passengers who have already been involved in an accident did not wear their safety belts. Requiring passengers to wear seat belts is therefore, clearly designed to enhance personal, not public, safety. Furthermore, the Illinois Supreme Court did not accept the public safety rationale in Fries, and is not likely to accept its weaker application in support of the seat belt law.

Some courts have stated that helmet legislation would be valid even if designed to protect only the rider. These courts upheld the legislation on public health grounds, noting the substantial increase in motorcycles on the road and the alarming number of serious injuries. The term “public” to these courts encompassed the relatively small number of motorcycle riders. Most public health legislation, however, reflects a much broader view of the term “public.” Legislation that requires innoculations against infectious disease or the fluoridation of water, for example, concern health problems which affect a greater percentage of the public. In addition, this type of legislation concerns dangers over which the individual has little control.

20. Schuringa v. City of Chicago, 30 Ill. 2d 504, 198 N.E.2d 326 (1964) (power to fluoridate water upheld); Rogowski v. City of Detroit, 374 Mich. 408, 132 N.W.2d 16 (1965) (summary judgment granted against plaintiff’s effort to prevent fluoridation).
In terms of public health, the size of the group which the seat belt law protects is analogous to that in other public health legislation. In this respect, courts may recognize that the pervasive use of automobiles and the alarming rate of injuries and deaths which inevitably accompany their use, constitute a public "health" problem. Efforts to curb these injuries and fatalities through the voluntary use of seat belts have consistently failed. Curbing this threat to the collective health of the citizenry obviously requires state interference.

Unlike health problems over which the individual has little control, however, the health problem which is sought to be cured by the seat belt law is one over which the individual has the ultimate control. Should an individual choose not to "buckle-up," it is only the individual's health that will suffer should that decision turn out to be unwise. In this respect, the government cannot dictate the individual decision to buckle up any more than it can dictate other individual decisions regarding matters of personal health. On the other hand, when an individual uses the roads and highways he is acting in an environment over which the state has a right to control. Courts will therefore have to balance the individual rights at stake against the state's interest in protecting the public health. The public health rationale, though somewhat better than the public safety rationale, is not, however, the best justification for Illinois' new safety belt law.

By far, the best justification for the seat belt law is that it benefits the general welfare of the public. The state's right to promote the general welfare assumes a state interest in preserving a strong and viable citizenry. A viable citizenry is one which is capable of supporting the state with its tax dollars and one which does not create a drain on the state treasury. The seat belt law becomes important in this regard because, despite insurance, the cost to the state in providing care to accident victims is quite high. The state also


23. See O'Day, State Legislation and Occupant Restraining in Proceedings, International Symposium on Occupant Restraint, 24 (E. Petruccelli, R. Green, eds. 1981). It is estimated that the state of Michigan could save over two million dollars a year on medical costs alone, assuming only a 15 percent reduction in injuries. Id. at 2.
incurs other costs related to accidents such as police, fire, and ambulance service, as well as the costs involved in supporting the disabled worker and his family. Because the police power includes an interest in protecting the public treasury, these costs add up to the power to regulate the use of safety belts in automobiles.

Justifying the use of safety belt legislation as a valid exercise of police power satisfies the requirements of due process because, by definition, a valid exercise of police power contemplates that the state is acting reasonably for the good of all and is not depriving any person or minority of their constitutional rights. The chance that the courts will give the decision to "buckle-up" a more protected status and apply strict scrutiny is slim indeed. The Supreme Court has thus far recognized fundamental rights of personal autonomy in abortion, contraception, and family relations, but has balked at extending this protected status to the rights to dress as one pleases, grow one's hair, or choose one's sexual preference. It is doubtful that courts will grant fundamental status to the right not to "buckle-up," while leaving unprotected these more personal decisions. When dealing with a non-fundamental right, the courts require only a reasonable relation between the ends sought by the legislation and the means which the state uses to accomplish these ends. Mandatory use of seat belts is a reasonable method of decreasing the costs which the state incurs from automobile accidents.

The Equal Protection Clause provides the most interesting challenges to the Illinois Seat Belt Law. Equal protection requires that statutory classifications be reasonably related to the ends which the statute seeks to attain. This insures that those who are simi-

The estimated savings on direct costs is approximately 13 million. Id. at 25.

24. See supra note 22.
26. See United States v. Caroline Products, 304 U.S. 144 at n.4 (1938) (Justice Stone's footnote, commonly cited as the inception of the strict scrutiny doctrine).
31. East Hartford Educ. Ass'n v. Board of Educ., 526 F.2d 838 (remanded because teacher had a speech interest as well as a fourteenth amendment claim).
33. See People v. Bradley, 79 Ill. 2d 410, 403 N.E.2d 1029 (1980) (reasonableness applied to legislation on controlled substances); Illinois Gamefoul Breeders Ass'n v. Block, 75 Ill. 2d 443, 389 N.E.2d 529 (1979) (reasonableness applied to regulations on raising gamefoul); Finishline Express v. Chicago, 72 Ill. 2d 131, 379 N.E.2d 290 (1978) (reasonableness applied to off-track betting).
34. U.S. Const., amend. XIV.
35. See infra note 37.
larly situated will be treated similarly. The classification created under the Illinois law is reasonably related to the law's objective, but is extremely under inclusive. This is because the Illinois law, like the seat belt laws of other states, only requires that front seat passengers use seat belts. For equal protection purposes, the classification created divides all front seat passengers from all automobile passengers. Whether the public health, safety, or general welfare is chosen as the proper basis for the law, this classification is under inclusive.

If the seat belt law stands on public safety grounds, reason would require that all passengers buckle up. The public safety is served when the driver maintains control of the vehicle. An unbelted occupant, wherever seated, can easily be hurled into the front compartment. This could obstruct the driver's view or even injure the driver and thereby interfere with his control of the vehicle. This would defeat the purpose of requiring the driver to use his safety belt for the purpose of public safety. In the context of public safety, all passengers of the vehicle constitute one class and should be treated similarly.

Public health and general welfare arguments cannot justify the legislative separation of the front and back seat passengers. The public health justification is based upon protecting the numerous victims of automobile accidents. Requiring only front seat passengers to wear seat belts is like innoculating only certain members of the public from an infectious disease, and leaving other members unprotected. The general welfare argument is similarly flawed. It assumes that only injuries incurred by front seat passengers become a drain on the public treasury.

Within the context of its legislative purpose, the Illinois Seat Belt Law treats similarly situated persons differently. The exclusion of the back seat passengers is not reasonably related to the purpose of the law, thereby discriminating against front seat passengers. Courts, however, generally do not set aside under-inclusive laws on the basis of their under-inclusiveness. Legislatures are permitted to attack a problem one step at a time. It is doubtful, therefore, that the Illinois Seat Belt Law will be declared unconstitutional on equal protection grounds.

The seat belt law has sufficient police power and constitutional grounds on which to stand. The law employs a reasonable means to protect the state's financial interest, foreclosing any challenges based upon improper use of police power. Because the right not to

36. See supra note 15.
buckle up is not a fundamental right, due process and equal protection only require a rational basis for the law. The rationality test allows the legislature wide discretion in how it enforces its police power objectives. This discretion is constitutionally exercised in the case of the Illinois Seat Belt Law. Despite the constitutional challenges which will no doubt be employed to set aside Illinois' seat belt law, one fact cannot be denied: the use of safety belts is an effective device to enhance public safety which can be mandated by law.
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